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From the nascent phase of systematic skill acquisition research in the late 1800s (see Bryan and Hazer, 1889) to the present day, investigations of human skill have explored differences in expert and novice task execution in an attempt to shed light on the variables mediating high-level performance. These investigations have not only been concerned with the measured success of overt performance at various levels of task experience, but also with changes in the cognitive mechanisms, such as memory and attention, that underlie performance improvements as learning progresses (Allan and Stokes, 1991; Anderson, 1982, 1983; Beilock and Carr, 2001; Ericsson et al., 1995; Fitts and Posner, 1967; Reimann and Chi, 1989).

What makes expert performance different from novice execution? At first glance, one might suggest that the answer is simple. It is the quality of overt behaviour that separates exceptional performers from those less skilled. We can all point to many 'real-world' examples of such performance differences; just try comparing any professional athlete to his or her recreational counterpart. Although actual performance is one component that differentiates experts from novices, researchers who approach skill acquisition from a cognitive perspective believe that these overt performance distinctions are only part of the picture. Indeed, they are viewed as merely the surface manifestation of skill level differences. The cognitive control structures that support planning and drive execution are what is thought to truly distinguish novice from expert performance. These control structures rely on particular forms of memory and vary in the demands they place on attention. Both the neural substrate and attentional demands of these control structures change as practice accumulates and skill proficiency increases.

Theories of skill acquisition
Cognitive theories of skill acquisition and automaticity suggest that performance proceeds through identifiable different phases as learning progresses, characterized by both qualitative changes in the cognitive substrate governing execution and in performance itself. A number of different frameworks have been proposed to capture these skill level differences. Fitts and Posner's (1967) three-stage model of skill acquisition suggests that early in learning, novices use explicit
cognitive processes to control execution in a step-by-step fashion. Because of the involvement of conscious cognitive processes early in learning, Fitts and Posner termed this initial stage of skill learning the cognitive phase. Once learners understand the nature of the task, they are thought to enter an automatic phase in which the need to consciously control real-time performance diminishes, and task representations are established that directly connect stimulus situations to actions. With extended practice, performance reaches the automatic phase. In this final stage of learning, skill execution is based on a fully automatic task representation in which conscious attentional control is no longer required to execute a particular action when confronted by a particular stimulus situation.

While Fitts and Posner's (1962) characterization of skill level differences has been extremely influential to the study of human skill acquisition, their framework is mostly descriptive in nature. In an attempt to assign specific knowledge structures to Fitts and Posner's stages of learning, Anderson (1982, 1983, 1993) has developed a formal simulation model of skill acquisition most recently known as ACT-R (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998). In this model, skill learning is thought to progress from a declarative phase (similar to Fitts and Posner's cognitive phase) to a procedural phase (corresponding to Fitts and Posner's automatic phase), through a process known as knowledge compilation. In ACT-R's early declarative phase, performance is thought to be based on declarative knowledge (i.e., facts and information about skill execution) that must be held in working memory during online execution. Working memory can be thought of as a short-term memory system that maintains, in an active state, a limited amount of information with immediate relevance to the task at hand (Proctor and Dutta, 1995). This information is used small amounts at a time by limited-capacity control processes, which guide performance in a step-by-step fashion. As learning progresses, declarative knowledge is said to be converted or compiled (through the process of knowledge compilation) into procedural knowledge that captures the instructions for performing the task at hand in a new form. Procedural knowledge is made up of 'productions' which represent knowledge about how we do things for example, knowledge about how to kick a soccer ball. Unlike declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge does not require the active maintenance of each step of task execution in working memory. This more implicit type of knowledge is thought to run-off from one production to the next without explicit attentional control. When experienced soccer players kick a ball, for example, they do not think consciously about every component involved in kicking; they just do it -- supported by an automatic procedural control structure.

Thus, in general, cognitive theories of skill acquisition and automaticity suggest that novel skill performance is based on explicitly retrievable declarative knowledge that is held in working memory and consciously attended in real time (Anderson, 1983, 1993; Fitts and Posner, 1967; Proctor and Dutta, 1995). As learning progresses, information is restructuring into a new type of skill representation, usually called a 'procedure' in the domain of cognitive skills, but often called a 'motor program' in the domain of sensor-motor skills (Brown and Carr, 1989; Keele, 1986; Keele and Summers, 1976). This new skill representation
does not mandate the same degree of attention and control that was necessary at lower levels of practice, and is supported by different neural structures thus were active early in learning (Roushch et al., 1994).

In this chapter, we explore some of the implications of these differences in the representation and operation of the control structures supporting performance at various levels of skill learning and expertise. Specifically, we examine how the memory structures and attentional demands associated with task execution differ as a function of skill level. Such an investigation will not only make salient these variables distinguishing novice and experienced performance processes, but may also aid in the development of strategies for enhancing the acquisition and maintenance of high-level skills across a variety of attention-demanding and pressure-packed situations. We focus on sensor-motor skills of the type required by sports performance, and we believe that theories like those of Fitts or Anderson describe such sensor-motor skills fairly well. At the end of the chapter, we will briefly consider how widely these theories of automation via proceduralization might generalize to other domains of skilled performance.

Memory and skill acquisition

One of the most widely discussed characteristics of expert performance is the ability of highly skilled individuals to recall task-relevant stimuli within their domain of interest (Ericsson and Nichen, 1995). In their classic chess study, Chase and Simon (1973) found that chess masters were better able to recall briefly presented structured chess positions than were less experienced players (for confirmatory data, see De Groot, 1978). Similarly, expert computer programmers have been shown to have greater memory for realistic programming code sequences than less experienced individuals (McKee, et al., 1981). In sensor-motor skills such as dance, Stecker et al. (1987) have demonstrated that when expert and novice ballet dancers are presented with a series of choreographed movement sequences and asked to recall these movements either verbally or physically, expert dancers are better able to do so than their novice counterparts.

Why do experts show this superior memory ability in comparison to their less skilled counterparts for structured stimuli within their domain? Ericsson and Peterson (1988) have developed a theory of skilled memory in an attempt to answer this question. Skilled memory theory suggests that experts acquire stimuli in a style that allows them to store this information as associations of patterns in long-term memory. In essence, experts have learned to organize knowledge in their domain in a manner that allows them to easily take in new information about the stimuli they act on and subsequently retrieve it (for a review of skilled memory theory, see Ericsson and Peterson, 1988; Stawski, 1988).

But do experts have superior memory for all aspects of performance? Highly skilled performers may have better episodic recollection for the stimuli in the environment that they operate on (e.g., chess game configurations, basketball play scenarios or choreographed dance sequences). They may also have better
memories for the outcomes or results that their operations produced. That is, the new stimulus configurations that were created by their activities and whether these would achieve the desired goals (did the knight end up in the right space to hit the queen or did the jump that go in the basket?). But what about the mental events that led to these outcomes of the details of the actions the mental event controlled? It has not been demonstrated that experts have better memories than novices for all aspects of execution. In particular, this applies to the sequences of thought processes and executed actions that were responsible for changing the initial stimulus situation into the outcome situation. Indeed, from the theory of skill acquisition and automation presented in the previous section, it could be concluded that experts should actually have worse memories for these aspects of performance in comparison to less skilled individuals.

The theories of skill acquisition we have reviewed suggest that highly practiced or overlearned performances are automated, supported by procedural knowledge that operates without the need for explicit or attended monitoring (Anderson, 1983, 1993; Pitts and Poster, 1967). It has been demonstrated that the successful explicit retrieval of information from memory is dependent on attention to this material at the time of encoding (Craik et al., 1996; Navon-Bejamin et al., 1998). Thus, if experts are not explicitly attending to online performance, their memories for the step-by-step components involved in achieving a performance outcome as it actually unfolded in real time may be impoverished. Diminished memories of how a performance was actually achieved may make it difficult for experts to reflect and introspect on past performance decisions, strategy choices and execution processes implemented during task execution (Abernethy et al., 1993). This information is not only needed to learn and improve from past performances, but also utilized in the dissemination of knowledge to others when high-level performers assume the roles of teachers or coaches. Thus, the very cognitive changes that accompany becoming an expert performer could make it more difficult to teach one's skill to another person.

In an attempt to examine the memory structures supporting performance at different levels of learning, Bedelik and Carr (2001) assessed the generic knowledge and episodic memories of expert and novice golfers. Generic knowledge captures prescriptive information about how a skill is typically carried out. Episodic knowledge on the other hand, captures an autobiographical record of a particular performance, a memory for a specific instance of skill execution. Experienced golfers may well give longer, more detailed generic descriptions of the steps involved in a typical or “generic” putt compared to the accounts given by novices because experts know more about how their skill should be performed and can call this declarative knowledge to mind when reflecting “offline.” However, if the real-time performance of well-learned golf putting is supported by procedural knowledge, as theories of automation and skill acquisition would predict, then experienced golfers may give shorter, less detailed episodic recollections of any particular putt in comparison to less skilled golfers. Proceduralization reduces the need to attend to the specific processes by which
skill execution worsens, and reduced attention to performance decreases the likelihood of an explicitly accessible episodic performance memory.

Experienced golfers with more than 5 years of high school varsity golf experience or a Professional Golfers Association (PGA) handicap less than eight and novice golfers with no previous experience of the game served as participants. Individuals performed a golf putting task on a carpeted indoor putting green (30x2.5m). They were instructed to putt a golf ball as accurately as possible, making a stop at a target marked by a square of red tape. All participants ultimately putted from nine different spots, located at varying angles and distances from the target. Participants took part in a pre-test condition consisting of twenty putts, a practice condition consisting of thirty putts, and two post-test conditions. The first post-test consisted of twenty putts while the second post-test consisted of ten additional putts. Putting accuracy was recorded after every putt and an average accuracy score was computed for each condition (for details, see Belbek and Carr, 2001). Following the pre-test and practice conditions, participants produced generic knowledge protocols—what one ought to do on a typical putt. Individuals were instructed: ‘Certain steps are involved in executing a golf putt. Please list as many steps that you can think of, in the right order, which are involved in a typical golf putt.’ Following both the first and second post-test conditions, participants were asked to describe, in as much detail as possible, their episodic memories of the last putt—their memory of what they actually did on that specific putt. In order to obtain episodic performance memories participants were instructed: ‘pretend that your friend just walked into the room. Describe the last putt you took, in as much detail so that your friend could duplicate that last putt just as you did’ (for detailed protocol instructions, see Belbek and Carr, 2001; Belbek et al., 2002c). The first episodic memory protocol was a surprise. The second was expected. Prior to the last putt taken before the second episodic memory protocol, participants were informed to keep track of their putting performance, as they would be asked to produce an episodic memory of the next putt.

Memory protocols were first analysed in terms of the number of steps given in each protocol. Three expert golfers and a ‘how to’ golf putting book (Jones et al., 1998) were employed to establish a master list of steps involved in a successful golf putt that could be used as a guide in coding the protocols. The statements in each participant’s protocol were compared with this master list. If a step given by a participant referred to the same action as the same biotechnical principle as a step on the master list, it was counted as one step.

As can be seen in figure 14.1, novice golfers gave short generic descriptions and longer episodic recollections. Experts produced an opposite pattern. Experienced golfers gave longer and more detailed generic descriptions than novices, yet shorter episodic recollections in comparison to both their generic descriptions and the episodic recollections of novices. Experts’ impoverished episodic memories for online execution demonstrate what Belbek and Carr (2001) called ‘expertise-induced amnesia’. Highly skilled online performances are controlled by automated procedural knowledge that operates largely outside
the scope of attention and, therefore, is substantially closed to explicit analysis and report. As a result, memories for the step-by-step processes involved in performance are diminished in comparison to less skilled individuals.

The second episodic memory test, in which participants knew in advance that they would be required to recall an episodic memory of their last putt, generated the same results. Experts gave diminished episodic recollection in comparison to novices. Thus, it is not just that experts choose not to pay attention to skill execution in a manner that allows them to explicitly maintain their performance. It is as if experts cannot put enough attention to remember as well as novices, at least when performing under heavily practiced conditions.

Is it always the case that experts do not explicitly attend to step-by-step performance and, as a result, memories for skill execution are impoverished? If experienced individuals were never able to pay attention to real-time execution, one might imagine that they would have trouble correcting performance flaws or altering skill execution parameters (e.g., revamping a golf swing or learning to throw a new type of baseball pitch) in such a way needed to maintain or improve their high skill level. In situations where new task constraints are explicitly introduced as a means to disrupt or suspend automated procedures and allow performance patterns to be altered, experts should be able to attend to performance in a way that permits them to make desired performance corrections. Furthermore, once experts start attending to task performance,
their expert knowledge may allow them to remember more of what they are attended to than novices not as the pattern of data seen above in which experts are attempting to achieve high-level performance by relying on their well-practised procedures.

In order to explore this kind of situation, Belloc and Carr (2001) had novice and experienced golfers perform the same putting task as described above, with the exception that a specially constructed ‘funny putter’ was substituted for the regular golf putter. The funny putter consisted of a regular putter head attached to an ‘S’ shaped and arbitrarily weighted putter shaft. The design of the funny putter was intended to require experienced golfers to alter their well-practised putting form in order to compensate for the untried club, perhaps forcing them to allocate attention to the new skill execution processes in much the same way as they might need to be able to do in a practice situation designed to revise or correct a component process of performance.

If the ‘funny putter’ prompts attention to execution, then experienced individuals’ memories for specific instances of performance may be enhanced, as the funny putter is now directing the attention needed to create episodic performance memories back to controlling the step-by-step execution of the putting skill. In contrast, the funny putter should not affect novice performers in the same way as more experienced golfers. Novices are already thought to attend to performance (Fitts, 1964; Fitts and Posner, 1967), and have not yet adapted to putting under normal conditions. Performance should not be drastically influenced by an altered putting environment.

Consistencies of putting performance across the novice and experienced golfers demonstrated that the type of putter did not significantly affect novices’ putting accuracy, although novices using the funny putter did generally perform at a slightly lower level than their regular putter counterparts (Figure 14.2). This result is not surprising considering that the novice golfers were not experienced with either type of putter prior to the experiment. Experts’ putting accuracy was superior to novices and was more accurate with the regular putter than with the funny putter, especially during the practice condition and post-tests.

Although experienced golfers using the funny putter performed at a lower level than regular putter experts during the pre-test, this difference was not as large as in the later practice and post-test conditions. It may be that in the pre-test condition, expert golfers, regardless of putter type, were adjusting to the novel experimental demands of having to land the ball on the target rather than in a hole. Thus, experts using the regular putter were not performing up to their potential in the pre-test. The difference between the regular and funny putter experts widened quickly however, as practice proceeded. Due to the fact that experienced golfers often encounter novel putting greens, and must adapt to these situations in order to maintain a low handicap, it is not surprising the experts using the regular putter were able to rapidly adjust to our indoor green. In contrast, as can be seen from Figure 14.1, those experts using the funny putter were unable to adapt to the demands of the new putter within the time frame of the experiment, performing at a similar level of accuracy across experimental conditions.
In terms of the memory protocols, while novices, regardless of the type of putter, produced shorter generic descriptions of putting and longer episodic memory protocols than experienced golfers using the regular putter, this was not the case for the experts using the funny putter. As can be seen in Figure 14.1, experts using the funny putter provided the most elaborated generic and episodic protocols. From our theoretical perspective, ascertainment to the novel constraints of the funny putter prompted these golfers to allocate more attention to skill execution processes, enhancing generic descriptions and leaving explicit episodic memory traces of performance. Additionally, the episodic recollections of the experts using the funny putter were longer than their generic descriptions, not shorter as produced by the regular putter experts. Thus, when a proceduralized skill is disrupted by the imposition of novel task demands, 'expertise-induced amnesia' disappears. Furthermore, once experts start attending to task performance, their expert knowledge allows them to remember more of what they are attending to than novices. Note that it is not an easy thing for an expert to achieve this level of attention to the step-by-step control of performance. Consider again the
second episodic memory protocol of experts using the regular putter—the results shown in Figure 14.1. Despite the fact that these experts had just experienced the first memory test and were warned that the second test was coming, they still did not recall as much about their puts as the novices. Therefore simply wanting to pay attention and to remember, or knowing that this is expected, may not be enough to overcome expertise-induced amnesia.

In an attempt to further explore memory protocols across putter type (i.e. regular versus funny putter) and skill level (i.e. novice versus experienced golfers), we performed a qualitative analysis of the type of putting steps that individuals remembered and compared these steps across the generic and first episodic memory protocols. Memory protocol steps were divided into three categories: assessment or planning referred to deciding how to approach a particular putt, what problems it might present, and what properties the putt sought to have. Examples are 'read the green', ‘read the line’ (from the ball to the hole or target), ‘focus on the line’, and ‘visualize the force needed to hit the putt’. Mechanics or execution referred to the components of the mechanical act that implement the putt. Examples are ‘grip the putter with your right hand on top of your left’, ‘lying the club straight back’, and ‘accelerate through the ball’, all of which deal with the effects and the kinesthetic movements of the effectors required to implement a putt. Finally, ball destinations or outcomes referred to where the ball stopped or landed and hence to the degree of success.

As can be seen in Figure 14.3, assessment steps decreased in number from the generic to episodic protocol for the two experienced groups, regardless of the type of putter. The two novice groups showed similar numbers of assessment steps in their generic and episodic protocols. In terms of mechanical steps, the experienced golfers using the funny putter gave more steps that referred to putting mechanics than any other group. The experienced golfers with the regular putter highlighted fewer steps relating to mechanics. The two novice groups did not differ and fell between the two groups of experts with regard to the number of mechanics reported.

It is interesting to note that while expert golfers using either the regular or funny putter included fewer assessment steps in their episodic protocols than in their generic descriptions, a different pattern emerged for mechanics. Experienced golfers using the regular putter highlighted fewer steps related to mechanics in their episodic protocols in comparison to their generic descriptions. The funny putter experienced golfers provided more steps which related to mechanics (see Figure 14.3). The design of the funny putter was intended to specifically distort the mechanical act of implementing the putt. As a result, attention to the assessment and planning of the putt not only did not have been significantly influenced by putter type. The fact that the experienced golfers did not differ in terms of assessment steps included in their episodic memory protocols as a function of type of putter, yet did vary in their accounts of the mechanical actions involved in putting, is consistent with the notion that increased attention to performance as a result of novel task constraints serves to enhance episodic memories for the altered parameters and components of skill execution.

In conclusion, the memory data reviewed above suggests that novices have sparse general putting knowledge, yet detailed episodic memories for performance
processes and procedures. Experts show the opposite pattern. Expert golden have high levels of general knowledge but reduced episodic memories (i.e. "expertise-induced amnesia") for heavily practised phases of task activity in familiar skill execution situations (e.g. when using the regular pattern). However, this pattern changes with the introduction of novel task constraints (i.e. the "funny pattern") that force experts to attend to the step-by-step processes of performance.

Attention and skill acquisition

The notion that different cognitive processes underlie various stages of skill acquisition, with a trend toward increased proceduralization at higher levels of expertise, not only carries implications for the quality of experts' and novices' generic and episodic performance memories, but also for the types of attentional manipulations that may influence performance at different levels of learning. Because novices must devote attentional capacity to task performance in ways that experts do not (Fitts, 1964; Fitts and Posner, 1967), novice and expert performers may be differentially affected by conditions that either draw attention...
away from, or toward, skill execution. Specifically, the capacity-demanding perfor-
mance of novices may not afford these individuals the attentional resources
necessary to devote to secondary task demands if required by the situation.
However, the procedurally-based performances of experts, that normally run outside
of working memory, should leave attention available for the processing of other
aspects of the stimulus situation, even stimuli not related at all to primary skill
performance (Allport et al., 1972; Lewy, 1979; Smith and Chamberlin, 1992).
Because the well-practised and procedurally-based components of expert performance
are not explicitly attended in real time, however, attention prompted toward
skill execution may actually serve to break down or disrupt automated perform-
ance processes that normally run without such explicit attention or awareness
(Belick and Cerr, 2011; Belick et al., 2002a; Lewis and Linder, 1997; Masters,
1992; Masters et al., 1993; Marchant and Wang, 2007). In contrast, the novice,
who must attend to the steps of skill execution in order to succeed, might not be
harmed or could perhaps be helped by conditions that focus attention more
squares on the skill and prevent it from wandering.

In order to explore these possibilities, we conducted another putting study in
which novice and experienced golfers performed the same task as described
above under either dual-task or skill-focused attention conditions (see Belick
et al., 2003). The dual-task attention condition involved putting while simultane-
ously listening to a series of recorded tones being played from a tape recorder.
Participants were instructed to monitor the tones carefully, and each time they
heard a specified target tone, to say the word ‘tone’ out loud. tones (500-milli-
second each) occurred at a random time period once within every 2-seconds time
interval. The target tone occurred randomly, once every four tones on average. In
the skill-focused attention condition, participants were instructed to attend to
a particular component of their golf putting swing. Specifically, individuals were
instructed to monitor their swing end attempt to keep the club head straight,
traveling towards the target along the same path as the ball, during the swing and
follow through. Participants were informed that in order to ensure that they were
attending to the motion of the swing during the putt, they should say the word
‘straight’ out loud as they made contact with the ball. This particular component
of the putting swing was chosen as the basis for the skill-focused manipulation
because a straight club head is thought to be an important component of a
successful golf putt (Jones et al., 1998).

Individuals performed thirty-five initial puts, designed to familiarize them
with our altered putting task requiring individuals to land the ball on a target
rather than in a hole. Participants then took twenty practice puts in a single-
task environment, twenty puts in a dual-task attention condition and twenty puts
in a skill-focused attention condition. The order of the two attention conditions
was counterbalanced across participants. The mean distance from the target that
the ball landed after each putt for the twenty puts in the skill-focused and dual-
task conditions was used as the measure of that condition's putting performance.

Novice golfers performed significantly worse in the dual-task condition in com-
parison to the skill-focused condition, as illustrated in Figure 14.4. Experienced
golfers showed the opposite pattern, putting more accurately in the dual-task than skill-focused attention condition. This pattern of results supports the notion that the control structures driving performance differ as a function of skill level. Novice performance is thought to be attended to real time (Potts, 1964; Potts and Poerner, 1967). Thus, dual-task situations that draw attention away from performance harm execution in comparison to conditions that prompt attention to online control. Experienced performers, on the other hand, are thought not to explicitly attend step-by-step execution. Consequently, attention capacity is left over to devote to secondary task demands, if the situation requires, without significantly disrupting primary skill execution. However, if experts are asked to attend to performance in a way that they are not accustomed (e.g., the skill-focused condition), the attention serves to break down or disrupt execution, resulting in a less than optimal skill outcome. These negative effects of enhanced attention to skilled performance can not only be seen in complex skills such as golf putting, but in more basic skills we use everyday. For example, Wall and colleagues have suggested that directing performers’ attention to their movements through ‘external focus’ feedback on a dynamic balance task interferes with the automated control processes that usually control balance movements outside of conscious awareness (Wall and Pozzi, 2001).

Implications for practice and instruction

The findings outlined in this chapter suggest that the effects of attention on performance are dependent on an individual’s skill level. This has obvious
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implications for skill acquisition at low levels of learning, as well as for
performance at high levels of task proficiency across a variety of attention-
demanding and pressure situations.

Attention and performance

Given the attentional demands of newly acquired performances, for example, it
may be beneficial to limit the number of cues novices must attend to as they are
learning to perform a specific task. This type of simplification for the sake of
learning is often characterized as part-task practice in the motor learning litera-
ture (Magill, 1988) and has been proposed rather generally as a means to man-
age the heavy attentional demands of learning new skills, whether sensorimotor
or intellectual (e.g., Carlson et al., 1990; Carr, 1984; Martone, 1994; Whelley and Fisk, 1993).

There are a number of different ways of instantiating part-task training regi-
mens. Wightman and Linsern (1985) have suggested three: fractionation in-
volves practicing separate components of an entire skill. Simplification is char-
acterized by reducing the difficulty of the skill and practicing it in a unitary fash-
ion. In a juggling task, for example, one might practice juggling with scarves
prior to shifting over to juggling tennis balls as a means to reduce the overall com-
plexity of the juggling skill execution. Finally, segmentation involves separating a
skill into separate components and progressively adding new components to skill
practice. The segmentation approach is often seen in 'real-world' sports contexts.
In baseball, for example, children first learn to play 't-ball'. In this simplified
form of baseball, a stationary 'tee' is substituted for a pitcher and the child's goal
is to hit the ball off the 'tee', which supports the ball at about waist height.
Hitting the ball from the 'tee' eliminates the pitcher and the moving ball limit-
ing the number of stimuli that must be attended to by the novice batter. Given
that novices are hampered by situations in which they must attend to many con-
current stimuli (e.g. the dual-task situations described above), the single-task
't-ball' situation allows the unpractised batter the attentional resources necessary
to devote to learning an efficient and consistent swing pattern. Drawing on
theories of skill acquisition and automaticity, with extended practice the swing
may become proceduralized, freeing up attentional resources to be devoted to
other aspects of the game situation. At higher levels of practice, a 'baseball'
player is able to successfully bat from a real pitcher as attention is not required
for the step-by-step control of the swing and is thus available for attending to
other components of play such as tracking the movements of the pitcher and the
ball. As we have seen above, attention to swinging the bat at this latter stage
of learning may not only be unnecessary, it may actually be detrimental to that
aspect of performance. That is, attempting to explicitly attend to the step-by-
step execution of a well-learned swing may actually hurt performance by slowing
down or disrupting the proceduralized or automated swing movement. This
"choking under pressure", to which we will return momentarily, propose just
this effect.
At high levels of skill, however, there may be situations in which attention to performance may be beneficial. When the goal is to explicitly alter performance processes in order to change execution parameters for the purpose of improving long-term skill performance, or in an attempt to achieve a different outcome, attention to performance may be beneficial. Attending to performance in this fashion has been proposed to be an important component of deliberate practice (Ericsson et al., 1993), and may benefit both novice and experienced performers. In this type of situation, one might imagine that an experienced baseball player is interested in altering their swing pattern. In order to achieve this goal, the player must explicitly attend to the specific parameters of the swing. Because this process requires attention, the baseball player may not have the resources necessary to effectively deal with other stimuli in the environment (such as inconsistent or unpredictable pitches).

Furthermore, the act of paying attention may in itself be difficult for the expert. Turning back to the first experiment described in this chapter (Beilock and Carr, 2001), even when experts putting under normal conditions (i.e. experts using the regular pattern) knew they were going to be expected to recall their memories of putting performance (in the second episodic memory test), they still showed a degree of expertise-induced amnesia. Because episodic performance memories are dependent on attention at encoding, this lack of memory suggests that even when experts are instructed to attend to their performance and are trying to follow the instructions, they may have difficulty doing so. Our baseball player interested in altering swing parameters then, may also need to expend additional executive resources concentrating on and maintaining attentional focus on step-by-step control. To deal with these attentional demands, the batter may use a machine that produces predictable pitches, thereby reducing the total amount of information to be attended in the situation and affording the player the attention necessary to devote to correcting the swing process. Once the swing is corrected and the control structures of performance return to a proceduralized state, the batter may once again have the attention necessary to devote to a live pitcher, while ignoring or not explicitly attending to the more mechanical aspects of swinging the bat.

Choking under pressure

When the goal is to alter execution parameters, attention to performance may be beneficial. However, when optimal real-time performance is desired, attention to step-by-step execution may instead serve to slow, disrupt or dismantle high-level performance. 'Explicit monitoring' or 'execution focus' theories of choking under pressure suggest that sub-optimal performance of a well-learned skill under pressure results from an attempt to exert explicit monitoring and control on procedurallyized knowledge that is best run-off as at; uninterrupted and unanalysed structure (Baumeister, 1984; Beilock and Carr, 2001; Beilock et al., 2002b; Lewis and Linder, 1997; Masters, 1992, 2000). Thus, high-level skills based on an automated or proceduralized skill representation may be more susceptible to the
negative consequences of performance pressure than less practiced performances. This is due to the fact that the former, but not the latter, operates largely outside of working memory and pressure-induced attention may harm processes that are normally devoid of step-by-step attentional control. Beilock and Carr (2001) have found support for the notion that well-learned, but not novice, sensori-motor skill execution is susceptible to performance decrements under pressure via this mechanism of inappropriate explicit monitoring or execution focus. Participants learned a golf putting skill to a high level and were exposed to a high pressure situation both early and late in practice. Early in practice, pressure to do well actually facilitated performance. At later stages of learning, performance decrements under pressure emerged. It appears that the proceduralized performances of experts are negatively affected by performance pressure. Novice skill execution, however, is not harmed by pressure-induced attention to execution as less skilled performance is already explicitly attended in real time. This finding is consistent with Marchant and Wong’s (2001) assertion that most of the evidence for choking under pressure has been derived from well-learned sensori-motor tasks that automate via proceduralization with extended practice. Support for explicit monitoring theories can also be seen in training studies that serve to inoculate individuals against the negative effects of performance pressure by adapting them (during training) to the type of explicit attention to execution that pressure is thought to induce. For example, both Beilock and Carr (2001) and Lewis and Linder (1997) have found that learning a golf putting skill in a self-awareness-heightened environment inoculates individuals against the negative effects of performance pressure at high levels of practice. In both of these studies, participants were trained on a golf putting task under either a self-awareness condition (in which individuals putted while being videotaped for later analysis by golf professionals) or under a normal, single-task condition and then exposed to a high-pressure situation. The self-awareness manipulation was designed to expose performers to having attention called to themselves and their performance in a way intended to induce explicit monitoring of skill execution. In both the studies by Beilock and Carr and Lewis and Linder, it was found that pressure caused choking in those individuals who had not been adapted to self-awareness, a finding consistent with explicit monitoring theories. Furthermore, in the Lewis and Linder study, it was found that the introduction of a secondary task (counting backward from 103) while performing under pressure helped to alleviate performance decrements for confirmatory data, see Mullens and Hardiy, 2000). Because the secondary task served to prevent the pressure-induced instantiation of maladaptive explicit attention to automated or proceduralized performance processes, choking under pressure was alleviated.

Choking under pressure at high skill levels, then, may be alleviated by the instantiation of a secondary task during the actual high-pressure performance. A ‘key word’, that takes a golfer’s mind off of the step-by-step mechanics involved in a simple 3-foot putt, or a song that a batter hums while up to bat, may prevent the type of maladaptive explicit attentional control that performance pressure is
thoroughly to induce. Further work on the judicious adoption of such self-distrac-
tion techniques seems quite worthwhile.

Summary and conclusions

While overt performance is one component that separates novice from
well-learned skill execution, the cognitive control structures governing execu-
tion appear to distinguish unpractised from high level skills as well. Theories of
skill acquisition and automaticity have proposed that distinct cognitive processes
are involved at different stages of skill execution. Early in learning, individuals
are thought to attend to the step-by-step processes of performance. However,
once a high level of performance has been achieved, constant online attentional
control may not be necessary (Anderson, 1983, 1993; Fitts and Porter, 1967;
Logan, 1988).

While a progression from a declarative knowledge base to proceduralization is
a powerful conception of the cognitive processes governing skill acquisition,
alternative explanations of skill acquisition are available and have merit. Some
of these alternatives propose differences in the type of representation that under-
lies skills early in its learning; with implications for the type of training conditions
that are beneficial to the novice. For example, it has been suggested that explicit
declarative knowledge is not necessary; in the acquisition of highly structured
sequential knowledge analogous to the syntax of language production. Resembl
in artificial grammar, for example, has demonstrated that in some cases learning
may benefit from a lack of explicit instruction (for a review, see Reber, 1989).
Masters has explored such an argument to the domain of sensor-motor skill
execution (e.g., Masters, 2000).

Additional alternatives to the conceptualization of proceduralization have also
been suggested as a means to describe well-learned performance. Logan
(1988) has proposed an instance-based theory of automaticity in which highly
practiced performance is based on the direct retrieval of specific, past episodes or
instances of execution from long-term memory, rather than relying on a proce-
dure of program that can generate new performances in an effective, efficient
manner. Performance based on retrieval of instances is thought to differ from
earlier, less practiced stages of execution in which problem solutions and task
performances are derived through the implementation of an explicit rule-based
algorithm. It is not likely, however, that sensor-motor skill execution is governed
by instance-based answer retrieval, as instance-based theories of automaticity do
not allow for transfer of performance to novel situations, something that can
occur in practiced sensor-motor skills (Koh and Meyer, 1991), albeit often with
some cost. In our laboratory, we are currently comparing instance-based (e.g.,
mathematical problem solving) versus proceduralized skills (e.g., golf putting)
in terms of their susceptibility to performance decrements in high pressure and
attention-demanding situations (Behloko et al., 2003).

In conclusion, in this chapter we have presented evidence concerning the
differential attentional demands and changing memory structures that underlie
References